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Abstract: Museums, as many other organisations, froze during the lockdown. Museums offer insights
into varying cultures and since no forms of culture can sustain without the engagement of audiences,
participants, or visitors, the lockdown forced by the pandemic compelled museum authorities to
look for new ways to reach audiences and establish relationships with them, thereby facilitating
previously untapped forms of cultural participation. This worldwide experience of the pandemic
undoubtedly accelerated the digital transformation of the entire cultural sector. To what extent these
new opportunities have changed the forms of participation in the cultural realm remains an open
question. This current research carried out in some of the largest Polish museums allowed us to
conclude that the pandemic period saw a significant leap forward in terms of the involvement of
digital technologies in popularising museum collections, as well as in seeking contact with audiences
at various levels. At the same time, the reopening of museums resulted in increased attendances on
an unprecedented scale. It could be said that the pandemic made us realise how global threats can, in
a short span of time, take away the possibility of enjoying traditional forms of cultural participation,
but at the same time enable the development of digital technologies that can significantly contribute
to the popularisation of museum collections or exhibitions. This research was designed to find
out whether museum audiences wanted a change in the way they experience the collections and
exhibitions held in museums, and whether the digital experience created during the pandemic was
attractive enough to compete with a personal visit to an art gallery. The results of the research clearly
indicated that despite the rich digital experience offered in Polish museums, viewers still stated a
desire to return to a “real museum”. The pandemic allowed the museum authorities to learn novel
administration techniques and numerous technological solutions that were previously never used
have now become a permanent feature of regular museum operations. However, the reaction of
the audiences after the lockdown was clear: they still wanted to enjoy traditional forms of cultural
participation, valuing above all the possibility of personal contact with an original work of art in a
museum gallery.

Keywords: museums in a pandemic; new technologies in museums; traditional cultural participation

1. Introduction

When the first case of coronavirus was diagnosed in December 2019, no one could
have suspected the impact that the rapidly developing epidemic would have on our lives.
In an effort to halt the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, countries around the world
introduced a series of restrictions on economic and social activities. This process was
no different in Poland, where severe restrictions were increasingly imposed, which also
affected the cultural sector, including museums, which were closed to visitors on 12 March
2020. Museums were allowed to start operating under a strict sanitary regime on 4 May 2020,
but another wave of outbreaks brought their renewed closure on 7 November 2020. They
were reopened to the public on 1 February 2021, whilst maintaining a strict sanitary regime.
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The museums experienced several unusual difficult situations that affected their operations
during this period, including several months of complete closure and a long period of
operation under strict new hygiene protocols that had never previously been applied.
In a relatively short period of time, therefore, they had to cope with a wide variety of
problems in virtually every area of their organisation. In a report from a research project on
Polish cultural institutions during the time of COVID-19, Magdalena Pasternak-Zabielska
concluded that although 75% of museums in Poland were ill-prepared to operate during
the pandemic in terms of organisation and technical infrastructure, there was a fourfold
increase in the number of museums offering online activities (with 40% conducting online
classes in real time). While various types of museum educational activities experienced a
significant decline throughout the period while the restrictions were in place, the increase
in the number of online classes offered by museums during the pandemic was more than
380% [1] (pp. 6, 12). It is important to remember, however, that educational activities during
the pandemic was only one area that underwent a profound transformation. Along with
that, the promotion and marketing departments (known by different names in different
museums) of the museums also changed significantly. There was a massive expansion
in communication through digital channels, with museums not only expanding their
presence on previously used social media, but also reaching out to new platforms. The best
example of this change was the opening up to TikTok. This is an interesting example in
that it demonstrated how difficult it was to transform institutions that were embedded
in traditional forms of functioning and were reluctant to undergo changes in terms of
managing their marketing strategies. Proof of this could be seen in the fact that among the
largest (also the most highly subsidised and with the richest human resources) national
(state) museums and those co-managed by the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage
(of which there were 50 in total as of January 2023), only a few decided to open up to this
communication channel.

Finally, taking a general look at the museums during the pandemic, as every other
institution, they also had to undergo organisational change, adapting to previously non-
existent operating conditions, and introducing strict hygiene measures for their staff that
ensured their safety not only in epidemiological terms but also in terms of personal experi-
ences, which was particularly difficult at a time of uncertainty and widespread fear for the
future [2,3]. All these processes were to take place in parallel; no area of the organisation
could be considered dominant and yet one context remained the most important: the
visitors. It was the visitors who provided meaning to the daily work of the museums and it
was they who always had to prioritised despite the multiplying problems and unknown
threats. That is because audiences form the crux of a museum’s existence, in a way le-
gitimising them socially. Museums that are needed socially become an organisation of
public trust, and by building social bridges and creating relations with their own social
environment, they become a protection-free space for dialogue, the exchange of ideas,
spontaneous discussions of values, and emotions (the most intimate impressions related to
experiencing the world) [4–10].

Investigating the digital world of museums from a sustainability perspective is not
only justified but also necessary. There are three areas in the theory of sustainability:
the environment, the economic dimension, and the social dimension. During a time of
climate crisis, the environmental dimension dominates, which is understandable. However,
the question arises about the social dimension of sustainability, e.g., building cultural
competences, tackling identity issues, and addressing the development of higher needs.
All these issues are particularly relevant in the context of cultural heritage management,
including museums.

2. The Literature Review

Despite changing social, economic, and financial conditions, the paradigm of the museum
remains unchanged; the foundation of these institutions are their collections, the manage-
ment and preservation of which have been extensively covered in the literature [11–13]. In
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recent decades, an increasingly strong emphasis have been laid on the importance of viewer–
consumer–user–co-creator, significantly changing the framework for the reception of artefacts
collected in museums [14–16]. In recent years, practically no study on museum management
has overlooked the use of new media in the context of communication strategies or building
relationships with audiences [17–21]. The change in this respect has not only been brought
about by the development of digital technologies, but has also been enforced by a generational
change: museums have to discover media that provide attractive promotion of their collections
among younger users [22] (p. 58). In addition, the nature of the new digital media is perfectly
suited to modern societies showing much greater mobility than previous generations [23]
(p. 3).

The presence of social media in museums, however, has a much deeper meaning than
simply its use for communication processes or educational activities. It is about building a
social network, a relationship between an organisation and its audiences [24], as well as
interactions between audiences [25] (p. 141). This leads to a strengthening of ties in the
organisation’s environment, resulting in a stronger identification with the organisation,
and thus increasing the importance of the museum itself within a social environment. This
leads museums towards new avenues of engagement with their audiences, facilitating the
exchange of ideas and thoughts, and opening up the possibility of creating an organisation
that learns from its audiences, uses their ideas, and, as a further consequence, actually
implements the idea of active participation [26–29], involving audiences in the creation of
new exhibitions and events [30] (p. 115).

This growing bond with museumgoers, the museum’s audiences, is crucial to an
organisation’s values and leads to it becoming more humanised, with the development of
human bonds on one hand, and the support for self-development on the other, including
the encouragement to seek one’s own paths in order to satisfy one’s needs and aspirations,
or to build one’s cultural identity.

During the pandemic, not only were museums cut off from their audiences, but people
were also isolated from each other. This resulted in the breaking of the most natural ties
that make us a community, and which give us a sense of family, work or a culture. It limited
the traditional ways of communicating—talking at social gatherings, family gatherings or
in the workplace. Meanwhile, “People like to share their experiences with others, especially
positive experiences that make them feel better. Museums should do everything they can to
make it easier for their audiences to share their positive experiences of visiting a museum
with others. When friends and family share their positive experiences with someone, this
can prove to be a motivation for the person gifted with this positive relationship to visit the
museum themselves, often in the near future” [31] (p. 194).

It was precisely the awareness of this that led museums to devote so much energy and
resources to building a “digital world” as quickly as possible to bridge the communication
gap, not only through marketing, but also by creating tools for describing the museum’s
reality, including a platform for disseminating knowledge and the collections themselves,
and developing new opportunities for interacting with art [32]. The museums surveyed in
this study undoubtedly succeeded in achieving this aim, and the commitment of the teams
working there made it possible to create a universe that would have been unimaginable
just a few years ago.

There are many texts in the literature on the issue of the digital world during the
pandemic [33–35]. Many of them make a valuable contribution to increasing knowledge
about this new type of communication, the flow of information in the digital world, and the
virtual experience of participation in culture and arts. It should be emphasised, however,
that the present article adopts a sceptical attitude towards the possibility of replacing a
personal visit to a real museum with even the most perfect digital experience offer.

3. Materials and Methods

The present article is the result of research carried out between June 2022 and March
2023. The chosen timing of the study was not accidental. On one hand, enough time had
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passed since the reopening of the museums and the lifting of the COVID-19 restrictions
to allow the museums to crucially reflect on that period, enabling them to evaluate the
measures taken at that time in a more “matter-of-fact” way. The passage of time also made
it possible to verify the oft-repeated pandemic judgements that once the restrictions were
lifted, museums would operate in a hybrid mode, retaining the activities in the digital world
that had been developed during the physical separation of visitors from the museums. The
beginning of 2023 marked the conclusion of a full year of museum operations after the
lifting of the COVID restrictions.

The aim of this research was to find out how the pandemic affected the development
of the digital experience offer of the museums: did the pandemic have an impact on
the development of the digital infrastructure of the museums, and, therefore, on the
improvement of staff competences? In addition, the reaction of the audience was seen as
a key issue: Could the digital experience offered compete with the “real museum”, i.e.,
personal visits to the galleries? When seeking a balance between reality and the virtual
world, would audiences side with the digital or real museums?

The following research questions were formulated to achieve the stated objectives:

1. How did museums build their digital experience offer? Did they look for new formats,
or translate their existing offers into the digital language?

2. Were audiences keen to use the digital experience offer, and how did this translate
into online attendances?

3. Did museums need to invest in digital equipment to adapt to the digital world?
4. Did the digital experience offer during the pandemic remain a part of the museum’s

permanent offer?
5. Did audiences interact with museums through digital communication?
6. How was the attendance shaped after the end of the pandemic restrictions?

The following hypothesis was formulated for the research: “Despite the significant
leap forward in the development of Polish museums in terms of their digital offer, with
improved infrastructure and professionalisation, after the end of the pandemic audiences
will reject the digital offer and choose the real museum, not the virtual one”. The author
firmly believes that this conscious choice is an authentic representation of the principle of
sustainable development—given the enormous role that the digital world play in our lives,
we want to preserve the right to enjoy a unique experience in our dealings with art through
a personal visit to a gallery.

The idea for this research was developed back in 2021, when the author had the
opportunity to talk to the directors of several major museums in Poland. The result of
those conversations was a number of unstructured interviews conducted from June 2022
with four facility directors and five employees working in other positions. On the basis of
those interviews, a research questionnaire was developed and sent via e-mail directly to
the museum directors, who then forwarded it to the individual departments concerned
(museums use different internal nomenclature, but the departments contacted mostly
were the marketing, communications, education, and sometimes HR departments). It
was decided that only fully completed and returned survey questionnaires would be
considered in the analysis. The criterion for recognising the responses from the museums
as being complete was that an answer should be provided to each question, and it was
not based on how extensive those answers were. Only five museums, out of the eight that
received the questionnaire, sent back complete responses. Answers were provided to the
following questions:

1. Please provide data on attendance before 2020 (for 2018 and 2019) and attendance in
2021 (attendance data for 2022 was compiled during telephone interviews conducted
in February and March 2023).

2. What activities, or forms of activity, did the museum implement during the pandemic?
How was contact built with the audiences that could not physically visit the institution
(please also provide details on specific actions or events, with information on whether
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they can be used in the text with the name of the specific event/action and also the
name of the museum)?

3. Did the actions taken involve investment (in equipment, improving competences, etc.)?
4. Did you note any changes in social media outreach during the pandemic?
5. Did you track the attendance in online events? What volumes were they? If you did,

please specify how.
6. Did viewers/audiences interact with you? Through what channels? Did you stimulate

this communication? Do you have any typical examples of your audience’s comments?
7. Have any activities from the pandemic become a part of the museum’s standard

operations after the pandemic?
8. Did the restrictions from the pandemic permanently affect the activities of your

museum (e.g., abandoning audio guides, reducing the role of multimedia in the
exhibition space, etc.)?

9. Have you noticed a change in the structure of visitor traffic, e.g., fewer visitors from
abroad in favour of domestic visitors?

10. The tenth question did not directly relate to the topic under study as it covered
the issue of accessibility of the museums for Ukrainian citizens fleeing to Poland,
following Russia’s armed attack on the country.

Their answers were supplemented with unstructured interviews, complementing the
information that had been sent in, conducted in the period described above with six people
working in different departments of the aforementioned museums (management, educa-
tion, promotion, and marketing departments) and two in-depth interviews exclusively
concerning the use of social media in museums.

In addition, an analysis of the content and intensity of social media use in nine national
museums was conducted. The present article also makes use of publicly available reports
and studies, as well as information materials primarily from the museums surveyed. The
method of participant observation—involving the active use of the digital experience
offer of museums during the pandemic that allied with systematic examination of its
content—was also very important for the insights and conclusions contained herein. The
primary objective of this approach was to achieve triangulation of the research conducted,
minimising the risk of error, and achieving more reliable results.

It should be stressed that the results obtained from the interviews and questionnaires
are interesting in that they not only provide quantitative data about the phenomenon (also
obtained through the analysis of the content), but they also include comments from people
working on the digital experience offer on a daily basis, showing their subjective feel-
ings. They are therefore an authentic description of their relationship with their audience,
allowing predictions to be carried out about the future of digital experiences in museums.

The decision to narrow down the survey to the largest Polish museums also has certain
consequences. The group of organisations surveyed in this way makes it impossible to
formulate conclusions that are representative of all Polish museums (which would also be
very difficult to achieve since there are 939 museums in Poland, according to the Central
Statistical Office). After initially identifying the topic of this study, it was decided to describe
the activities of those museums that used the most diverse forms of activities during the
pandemic, achieved the greatest reach through digital media, and, finally, enjoyed the
greatest interest from audiences and visitors.

That was the first criterion for narrowing down the study on the analysis of social
media use in the nine museums (presented in the Table 1 below). The second criterion was
the separate set of questionnaire responses. Ostensibly, this article uses five case studies (in
alphabetical order): National Museum in Gdansk, National Museum in Krakow, National
Museum in Lublin, National Museum in Warsaw, and Wawel Royal Castle.
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Table 1. Use of social media by the Polish national museums surveyed.

Facebook
Number of Followers/
Likes

Instagram
Number of
Followers/Number of
Posts

YouTube
Number of
Subscribers/Number
of Videos

TikTok
Number of
Followers/Total
Number of Likes on
Reels

National Museum
in Gdansk

26,000/
25,000

5457/
601

499/
125 Not used

National Museum in
Kielce

8000/
7400

2158/
1168

407/
192 Not used

National Museum
in Krakow

103,000/
101,000

30,300/
1417

1890/
249 Not used

National Museum
in Lublin

23,000/
22,000

4254/
592

456/
132 Not used

National Museum
in Poznan

27,300/
25,000

4336/
200

1370/
400

668/
899

National Museum
in Szczecin

10,000/
10,000

2136/
432

185/
82 Not used

National Museum
in Warsaw

110,200/
103,800

73,400/
1383

7620/
857

27,300/
402,500

Royal Castle in Warsaw 83,000/
80,000

10,100/
3575

5950/
876

499/
2593

Wawel Royal Castle 140,000/
136,000

10,400/
767

3180/
192 Not used

The table reflects the status as of 30 April 2023.

4. Results

Audiences who had gradually lost the opportunity to visit museum galleries and see
their favourite works over time began to vent their frustration by writing e-mails to the
museums or—more often—by posting relevant comments on social media. The response to
these statements was a competition announced by the National Museum in Warsaw at the
end of February 2021: “From tomorrow, we will only be able to cover our noses and mouths
with masks—we recommend masks decorated with paintings from the NMW, of course. To
win one, all you have to do is answer one simple question: Which work from our collection
do you miss the most, and why? For the authors of the most original, funniest or best-
reasoned answers, we have 50 masks that have been prepared together with the museum’s
patron” [36]. The scale of the response came as a surprise to the museum staff, and the final
result of the initiative was an outdoor campaign under the slogan “Art Soothes Longing”,
featuring reproductions of selected works from the museum’s collection, accompanied
by comments from visitors: “I’ve missed Olga Boznańska’s Granny’s Nameday because
it’s been a long time since I saw my grandparents” [statement by Krzysztof Kowalczuk-
Fijałkowski]—Figure 1a; “To stand in front of Zak’s Pierrot. . . and have nothing to do with
everything going on around you, and smoking a pipe while doing fake poses. . . I miss
that” [lena_robas]; “I often think of this work when I talk to my friends; they say we’ll
see more of it soon” [bartosz_w_panek]; “Earth by Ruszczyc. . . I miss the vast, mighty
sky, like a view unobstructed by a mask” [Maria Muller]; “I’ve been sitting in an empty
school for a few months now and I miss it. This picture is a dream of a school corridor at
break time. We have only slightly fewer horses at our school” [filipinolippi]; “I’ve missed
Saint Anne of Faras, both the one in the museum and the tiny copy that is in my family
home, which I have not been able to visit for a year now due to the pandemic. . .” [Anna
Filipek]—Figure 1b.
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These statements not only speak of a longing for museums and their collections, but
they also make us realise why we need art galleries, and why they are so important in the
construction of our own identity and personality. They show that works of art not only
build our aesthetic experience, but also help us to understand or more fully experience our
relationship with the world and the people around us.

In view of the above, it is possible to conclude that the digital transformation of
museums (or the cultural sector as a whole) was not merely a reaction to the restrictions
introduced, or an efficient marketing exercise designed to sustain interest in those institu-
tions, but it was actually much more significant: it was a socially relevant action aimed
at sustaining the greatest possible impact of museums by building the well-being of the
communities around museums. This context of the social relevance of museums is in line
with the spirit of the narratives about these institutions that have been presented for some
time, especially after the experience of the pandemic: “Another pivotal force defining a
human-centred mindset for museum change is driven by new research and writing on
empathy and human connection. These elements are integral to any vision of change for
museums into places that feel alive with the spirit of connection” [37] (p. 5).

Polish museums have very quickly grown into this role, engaging in activities that
build links among the museum community on one hand and, on the other, responding to
the needs of audiences longing for direct contact with art departments. Of course, online
formats became the basis for action. Their development necessitated investment in both
the infrastructure and the team. In the case of the national museums, this was easy as the
organiser offered support both in terms of investment in the necessary equipment and
facilities, and also in developing new forms of communication. This made it possible, for
example, to set up a recording studio at the National Museum in Warsaw, enabling the
production and editing of audiovisual material at a level that meets the requirements of
modern digital media, and to conduct streaming.

Investment in equipment, new technologies, and team training (increased activity
in these areas was noted in all the museums surveyed, to a greater or lesser extent) was
followed by a surge in social media users. This is best seen from the example of Facebook,
which remains the channel with the largest reach for Polish museums. The Wawel Royal
Castle’s fan page has more than 140,000 followers today (April 2023), compared to around
12,000 in 2019. In December 2019, the National Museum in Warsaw had 68,000 followers on
Facebook, compared to more than 110,000 today (April 2023), while the National Museum
in Krakow had 62,950 followers in 2019 versus 103,000 in April 2023. At the same time, it is
important to note that museums approach the use of social media in different ways, with
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an uneven distribution of engagement in each of them. Such an approach does not seem
entirely well thought out since it is well known that individual social media platforms
reach different age groups.

In the museums surveyed, the activities undertaken can be divided into several types,
but two general remarks should be made first. Firstly, most of the activities were carried
out in an earlier period, and during the pandemic itself there were only efforts to adapt
them as best as possible to allow interaction through the electronic media. Secondly, the
museum teams realised very quickly that, in the context of the exponential growth of the
digital materials being produced, it was necessary to structure this communication, and
to stream it. It was also necessary to make these materials coherent, both in terms of the
internal coherence of the materials being produced by a given museum, as well as finding a
banner under which those materials could be published in order to distinguish them from
those produced by the competition. At the National Museum in Warsaw, a hashtag slogan
was introduced (#soonatNMW), and all content was labelled with a unique logo. Only one
campaign was marked separately—#debtofgratitude—which aimed to draw attention to,
and appreciate, the work of all those who were directly involved in helping those in need
during the pandemic. A similar solution was adopted at the Wawel Royal Castle, where a
unique hashtag was used to mark various types of action, e.g., #throughthekeyhole (the
inner life of an apparently closed museum), #experttime, and #askacurator. Likewise, the
National Museum in Lublin followed a similar path, introducing six permanent cycles with
a daily post under the hashtag #discoveringchapelfrescos, concerning the most valuable
monument on the museum’s grounds—the Gothic chapel. The National Museum in
Krakow introduced a ‘Museum at Home’ tab on its website, which contained all the digital
activities that were available to viewers.

- Seeking a digital equivalent to the traditional reception of artworks exhibited in the
permanent galleries.

The permanent galleries bring together the most famous, and the most valuable, works
of art in a museum’s collection. For this reason, viewers of these exhibitions often return to
them to see their favourite works. It seems natural in this situation that an attempt should
be made to create a substitute for viewing these works. The National Museum in Krakow,
for example, prepared two videos recording tours around the permanent galleries, which
were made available on its YouTube channel as part of the prologue to the 30th Jewish
Culture Festival in Krakow (the two videos received a total of 2172 views).

- Creation of virtual temporary exhibitions, possibly scanning and making available
real exhibitions that are closed due to restrictions.

Temporary exhibitions provide a unique opportunity to view works of art that are not
normally available in a particular museum; usually, a large part of the changing exhibitions
are works that are on loan from other museums. Among the most successful undertakings
of this type during the pandemic was the exhibition, Poland: The Power of Images, which
was prepared at the National Museum in Warsaw. This was one of those cases where the
prepared exhibition never had an opening, and it was left waiting for visitors in closed
museum rooms. This became the inspiration to scan the gallery space in 2D and 3D, and
prepare a virtual tour through the exhibition, combined with a curator’s commentary. This
activity proved to be a great success as the digital version of the exhibition was eventually
viewed by more than 70,000 people online. A unique activity in this area was a real-time
guided tour of the State of Affairs exhibition at the same museum, which was streamed
live on TikTok. It was viewed by over 6000 people and lasted more than three hours, as
the viewers were able to ask a number of questions that the curators answered in real
time (it should be noted that a group of 100 people is considered large for a traditional
curator’s tour).

- Lectures, talks about the collection, meetings with curators and educators.
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These types of activities are, in ‘normal’ times, a regular feature of the programme
of every major museum (institutions with larger resources do not necessarily prepare
such activities as part of their regular programme, but rather they stand out for their
frequency and high level of technical preparation, such as presentations accompanying
lectures. This technical prowess directly translates into the quality of their digital experience
offer. Some types of activities continue to be implemented in a hybrid form after the
pandemic, thus increasing the range of participation (e.g., lecture series related to the
institution’s collection).

- Classes and various activities designed for specific audiences (children, senior citizens,
people with disabilities).

An interesting observation arising from the experience of the museums surveyed was
the fact that there was an increase in the participation of two audience groups: senior
citizens and people with disabilities. Whilst the number of children and young people
participating in museum events decreased when it was not possible to visit museums to-
gether with a school class, it turned out that senior citizens and people with disabilities saw
digitalisation of the message as a new opportunity, and they became recipients of content
they had not previously used due to difficulties in accessing the facilities. Paradoxically, it
proved more difficult to build relations in the digital world with the very group that was
most familiar with it—young people. Accustomed to attractive messages on social media,
they expected the same from museums, both in terms of the technical quality as well as the
form and content. Solutions were sought to this problem, e.g., the National Museum in
Gdansk published educational workshops for children on a daily basis in the form of tasks
designed to activate the creative competences of young audiences.

- Audience activation activities using the collection (competitions, quizzes, etc.).

In practically every statement made by museum staff about the changing nature
of their contact with audiences during the pandemic, it was emphasised that the main
objective had become the activation of audiences on various levels—encouraging comments
or inviting people to co-create content, e.g., by uploading their own photos. In several
museums, it was common practice to organise various types of competitions and quizzes,
or publish riddles for the public. The National Museum in Krakow, for example, announced
a competition for a meme, using the museum’s collection, that would best comment on
the pandemic. The National Museum in Warsaw, in connection with the opening of its
new platform CyfroweMNW [Digital NMW], announced a competition titled #CiętaSztuka
[#SnippedArt], which involved the creation of collages, and alterations of works visible
within the framework of free access. Meanwhile, by intentionally combining entertainment
with learning, the Wawel Royal Castle published regular quizzes on Instagram stories, in
addition to organising various competitions, including a photographic contest run jointly
with Wikipedia called Architectural Detail at Wawel.

- Materials showing the hidden everyday life of a museum (e.g., conservation activities).

This type of content was very popular with audiences. The opportunity to get a sneak
peek into the secret life of a museum (as with a theatre or other institution) always arouses
curiosity. The National Museum in Krakow, for instance, had already been running the
blog Brzuch Muzeum [The Museum’s Belly], or NMK from the inside, since 2016. During the
pandemic, a series of short films under the collective title Invisible Wizards was produced at
the Wawel Royal Castle. Each one was devoted to a single object, covering both its history
and the process by which it was restored to its former splendour by conservators who often
had to solve crucial dilemmas and overcome various difficulties.

- Museum lessons (available offline as well as conducted in real time).

Museum lessons are one of the main activities of the formal education department in
every museum. The pandemic completely ruled out the possibility of organising lessons as
pupils could not physically attend the museums. Quite quickly, digital materials began
to be created containing the content that had previously been covered in the lessons. The
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real surprise, however, came with the lessons delivered online in real time. Not only did
they once again make it possible to participate in live classes, but they also significantly
increased the geographical reach of this type of activity. At the National Museum in
Warsaw, the first surprise was the number of applications from schools in distant provinces,
but an even bigger one was the growing interest in museum lessons from Polish schools
virtually all over the world. It also turned out that this form of access to the native culture
of communities living in the diaspora was attractive not only to children and young people,
but to all members of the community. The scale of the online lessons conducted by museums
is best shown by the figures for 2020 and 2021, where the number of participants was in
the thousands. The Wawel Royal Castle organised 225 lessons for 4796 people, while the
National Museum in Krakow held 317 lessons for 6460 people. The undisputed leader in
this area, however, was the National Museum in Warsaw, which conducted 1908 online
lessons that were attended by 47,700 people.

When analysing the data obtained from the museums surveyed, it is important to
highlight two other aspects of the development of the digital experience offer—ones that
were not related to the audiences, but rather to the teams of the individual museums.

The first was the gradual integration of the team through these activities, and the
breaking down of the barriers separating the various departments. The need to record
videos for YouTube or reels for use on Instagram or TikTok, or even the professional
preparation of the streaming of an event, required the involvement and cooperation of a
considerable number of people who previously may not have had the opportunity to work
together so often.

The second aspect concerns the increased knowledge of the competitive environment.
It is the norm that museums observe each other’s activities, and relate them to their own
reality. However, the pandemic shortened geographical distances, which meant, thanks
to their digital content, that the activities of museums became even closer, including
institutions from other continents. A good example of this was the campaign organised at
the National Museum in Warsaw when viewers were encouraged to reproduce works of art,
or motifs connected with them, at home. The picture combining Aleksander Gierymski’s
Jewess with Oranges with the motif of toilet paper, a commodity of particular interest
to consumers in the first weeks of the pandemic, became famous nationwide. As the
originators of this competition admit, they were inspired by a similar initiative at the Getty
Museum in Los Angeles.

5. Discussion

In Polish museums, the pandemic resulted in a significant improvement in the digital
competences of their teams, the technical equipment of the institutions, and the access to
technologies necessary for the implementation of projects in the digital world. All this
translated into substantial increases in both the number of users of the museum’s social
media and the recipients of their digital educational offer, and also the popularisation of the
works of art and collections housed in the individual museums. An opinion has even been
expressed that the pandemic actually contributed to a revolution in the field of museum
education [38]. If we add to this the progressive digitalisation of museum collections (the
current leaders in this area in Poland are principally the National Museum in Warsaw and
the National Museum in Krakow), we must conclude that we are facing a radical change in
terms of the ease of access to museum collections. This is significant not only with regard to
the popularisation of cultural heritage, but also for its new interpretations. The continuing
development of digital technologies is likely to bring about further transformations in this
respect. Thus, it is not difficult to agree with Byungjin Choi and Junic Kim when they
spoke of a new paradigm of the relationship between museums and users: “Today, with the
application of digital technology advancements—virtual and augmented reality, robots, and
artificial intelligence—and the increasing use of various Internet and smartphone-related
services, museums are changing and becoming ‘smart’. Digital technology, particularly, has
enhanced, more than ever before, the existing potential value of museums’ cultural heritage
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and various contents beyond simple physical space and time constraints. Digitalisation
improves the quality of the experience for visitors, makes museums accessible to more
visitors, and promotes the use of the values and assets of museums in a wider variety of
fields. In this respect, digitalisation is bringing about a new paradigm and an essential
change in the relationship between museums and its users” [39].

Undoubtedly, changes in this area are taking place at various levels, and will continue
to do so. During a study conducted at the National Museum in Warsaw, it was stated
that there has been a re-evaluation of the digital channels used hitherto: “According
to our observations, the pandemic caused a decline in the importance of websites in
favour of social media. The representative business card and the first place to look for
basic information, such as the museum’s opening hours, have become profiles on various
platforms, above all Facebook” [40].

With these statements in mind, it is worth observing and studying the audience’s
response to these changing conditions. It would seem, however, that while museum
visitors are keen to use digital tools for information purposes, reaching out for promotional
messages or ones that combine promotion with entertainment, they still prefer a real visit
over virtual tours, digital images of works, or online encounters. During the pandemic,
many people working in museums declared that digital communication channels would
completely transform their institutions, and that after the pandemic, these new forms of
cultural participation would remain on offer. However, it has turned out that, given a choice,
audiences are no longer as keen to take advantage of the opportunities offered by the digital
world, preferring the opportunity to visit galleries and exhibitions in person. The Education
Department of the National Museum in Krakow conducted a survey of the museum’s
own audience in this regard, and the data obtained clearly showed that their audience
strongly prefers direct contact with art. For this reason, in this museum (as in many others),
online broadcasts of vernissages, lectures and workshops have been abandoned, while
popular materials on the hidden life of the museum (e.g., the conservation of works of art)
or videos devoted to temporary exhibitions have remained the standard. At the National
Museum in Warsaw, a different solution was sought, and in the case of lectures, a hybrid
model was applied whereby it is possible to actually attend a lecture which is also being
simultaneously streamed online (the recording of the event remains later on Facebook, with
one recent lecture having a total of over 1500 views). Online-only events have also been
retained in its offer, such as the permanent series Matura SOS.

In discussing the changes that the pandemic brought about in museums, another point
worth noting is the change in existing roles. Before the pandemic, the divide between
external and internal stakeholders was sharp and indisputable. But there are now claims
that the pandemic has changed this situation. The best-performing museums were those
that saw their existing visitors as internal stakeholders, co-creators of digital content, who
helped to model the flow of information online [41].

The question remains still open: how do we seek balance in the development of digital
museums, and in the process of digitising museum collections? Making the collections
available online undoubtedly minimises the carbon footprint as digital access to a museum
tends to put less of a burden on the planet than an in-person visit to a gallery. There are
also implications for access to cultural elements contained in the museums for vulnerable
groups. However, the research presented in this article, and the conclusions drawn from
it show that audiences primarily want real contact with works of art. This can hardly
be considered a fad—after all, that is the essence of art as such. How can these different
approaches be reconciled in the light of the concept of sustainability [42]? It could be
said that, in the coming decade, museums will have to meet the challenge of “parallel
development”, creating a digital world alongside their traditional offerings. Here, however,
further questions arise that are both substantive (what proportion should be maintained
between these areas) and economic (where should the financial resources for these activities
should be drawn from).
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6. Conclusions

The evolution of cultural participation, including for museums, will continue to change.
As of today, it can be said that no form of digital art reception can compete with a real visit
to a gallery or an exhibition. This is proven by recent blockbuster museum exhibitions that
have broken attendance records. An excellent example of this is the Vermeer exhibition
at the Rijks Museum in Amsterdam (10 February–4 June 2023), which sold 500,000 tickets
(according to the museum’s website, tickets for the exhibition were completely sold out).
In Poland, a highly popular exhibition was Witkacy: Seismograph of the Acceleration Age
(8 July–9 October 2022), which was visited by more than 111,000 people.

Strategic decisions about the progress of digitalisation in museums must be influenced
by public response. It will not affect the priorities for the digitalisation of museum objects:
documentation and recording, building a knowledge base for scientific studies, or popular-
ising images of works of art in different contexts (e.g., the production of merchandise or
personalised souvenirs) [43–46]. However, there is a need to rethink the extent to which
museums are digitalising their offers. As the data cited shows, a digital experience offer
cannot compete with a real visit to a gallery. At the same time, however, it can facilitate
access for people from groups at risk of social exclusion, and it is also often an opportunity
for people who cannot visit a museum due to geographical distance to see a particular
exhibition [47].

There is a risk that museums will limit the digitalisation of their offers for budgetary
reasons. Already, for example, many Polish museums are not translating their digital
content into sign language, even though this is required by the law on accessibility. Should
there be a gradual move away from digitalisation, the argument may be the same: “Since it
is used by relatively few people, we may as well abandon it. We will be able to put more
money into real exhibitions”.

Ultimately, the response of audiences has been unequivocal—a fact best shown by the
attendance figures for Polish museums in the full post-pandemic year of 2022. The recorded
numbers of total visits to exhibitions and galleries broke all records, in many cases far
exceeding attendance levels before the outbreak of the pandemic: the Wawel Royal Castle
recorded 1.791 million visits (2019: 1.588 million), the Royal Castle in Warsaw recorded
1.755 million (2019: 1.033 million), the National Museum in Warsaw recorded 1.62 million
(2019: 1.172 million), and the National Museum in Krakow recorded 1.365 million (2019:
1.196 million).

In the museum world, these results were greeted with the simple comment: “They’re
back. Our audiences are back”.
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